
PRODUCER STRAIN THC 1st test JUDGED Type Note Smell & Looks Taste High Breakup Conclusion

Crescent Valley Garlotti 23.600% 6/20/2023 7/23/2023 Sativa
smell musky. Green with small purple patches for Bract, small 
number of orange stigmas, and lite coating of trichomes. Peppery taste, mild. spacey high, mental, mild energy Breaks up really easy and fluffy.

Earl and Tom's Acapulco Gold 18.900% 6/18/2023 7/23/2023 Sativa
Smell mild earthy. Green Bract, moderate orange stigmas, and 
light dusting of trichomes Mild earth nice smooth body high breaks up really nice for rolling joints

Earl and Tom's E and T Haze 26.560% 6/23/2023 7/23/2023 Mixed
smell is musky earthy flower. All Green Bract, very fine and few 
orange stigmas, like hairs. A glase of trichomes all over. citrius, musky mental high, mellow energitic. 

medium dense bud, not sticky, breaks up pretty good into leaf 
sort of clumpy.

Elevated Red Maountatin 22.700% 6/17/2023 7/23/2023 Sativa
smell pinene & Caryephyllene. Green Bract, some red stigmas, 
and lite trichomes mild, hits back roof of mouth with earth taste nice mild high with mildly uplifting breaks up nice for rolling.

Elevated Hazelnut Cream 24.000% 6/17/2023 7/24/2023 Sativa smell mild and tasts is mild milda taste nice mild hight, mildly uplifting decent dense bund, breaks up into loose leaf, not sticky

Enchanted Botanicals Chemmy Jones 30.290% 6/18/2023 7/24/2023 Sativa
smell very mild sweet. Green and slighlt purple Bract, moderate 
orange stigmas, and lite even dusting of trichomes. Milda and sweet energetic body & Head, slow creep to happy feeling breaks up slightly clumpy

Harvest Sunset 22.650% 6/23/2023 7/24/2023 Sativa
smell citrus,Limonene.  Dominent purple with geeen specs, 
interleaved orange of stigmas, good coating of trichomes. Taste citrus, limonene, mild. mental high, focus. farily dense bud.  Breaks up into purple and green leaves.

High Noon Cult Tropical Infusion 26.936% 6/17/2023 7/24/2023 Sativa
smell lavender and dill weed. Purple bract with moderate 
orange stigmas, and heavy amounts of trichomes. earth fllower, reminds me of valerium root with pepper mild energy medium dense bud, dry. Breaks up relly small.

LW Organica Nanaz 31.240% 6/22/2023 7/24/2023 Sativa
smell fresh pinene. All green bract, only one spot of purple. 
Sparch stigmas and lite coating of trichomes. tastes woodsy, stoney high, mental tight bud breaks up farely loose, slightly sticky.

Pecos Valley Golden Goat 27.428% 6/17/2023 Sativa
smells fruity. Green bract, orange stigmas, and tight clusted 
trichomes

Pecos Valley Lemon Cheesecake 26.478% 6/20/2023 7/24/2023 Sativa
Smell fruity lemon. Green bract with purple veins, nice lite 
coverage of oragne stigmas, and light dusting of trichomes. fruity lemon, nice, mild mental boost high, nice and mellow lite fluffy bud breaks up nice and small.

Pecos Valley Macaroon 28.352% 6/22/2023 7/24/2023 Sativa
smell minty. Dominitley purple bract with green spots. Snmaller 
number of orange stigmas and lite coating of ticomes. tastes minty, Ocimene like. good steady high, mentally calming and alert. Medium tight bud, breaksup into little clumps and loose leaf.

Phohibition 37 Tropical Runtz 24.710% 6/17/2023 8/2/2023 Sativa
smell pinene & black pepper. Dominently green with purple 
bract, moderate stigmas and lots of thick trichomes tight nit. mild spice nice mental hight breaks up fine into loose leaf.

The bud has a smell that is pinene & black pepperish. The bract is dominantly green with purple, I like the 
purple in a bud.  It also has a moderate number of stigmas and lots of thick trichomes.  It is a tight nit bud.  It 
breaks up fine, into loose leaf pieces, good for rolling or packing a bowl. It has a mil spice taste and a nice 
mental high.  

Phohibition 37 Golden Poppy 23.039% 6/23/2023 8/2/2023 Hybrid
Green with nice purple spread on Bract, decent coating of 
orange stigmas, and even blanket of trichomes. taste is fruity and flowery, Terpinolene. Head high, Mental uplift, cerberal. decently tight bud breaks up tinto loose leaf and non sticky.

The bud’s bract is green with a nice purple spread all over.  It has a decent coating of orange stigmas, and 
an even blanket of trichomes.  The taste is fruity and flowery, Terpinolene like. It is a head high, mental 
uplift, and cerebral. It is a decently tight bud and breaks up into loose leaf and not sticky.  Very nice for 
rolling.  

Phohibition 37 Fruit Pie 28.741% 6/21/2023 8/2/2023 Sativa Hybrid
Smell nice Pepper.  Green Bract, good coverage of oragne 
stigmas, and good medium coating of trichomes. Mild taste. Sweetish. good buzz on first toke. Medium tight bud, breaksup into little clumps and loose leaf.

The bud has a nice peppery smell.  The Bract is basically green. There is a good coverage of orange stigmas, 
and a good medium coating of trichomes. The taste is mild and sweetish. It gives a good buzz on the first 
toke, head rush.  It is a medium tight bud and breaks up into little clumps and loose leaf.  Not ideal for 
rolling, best or the bowl. 

Purlife Amnesis K Lemon 26.400% 6/17/2023 8/2/2023 Sativa
smell earth, pinene, and barlygrass. Green Bract, good balance 
of redish stigmas, and thick coating of trichomes. earth tast mildly uplifiting, but seemed to drop quickly

decently dense bud, breaks down into leaf and clumps. Not 
really sticky.

The bud has a smell that is earthy, pinene, and barley grass.  The bract is green and has a good balance of 
reddish stigmas, and thick coating of trichomes. Very earthy taste! Would go good with a heavy mocha 
stout. The high is mildly uplifting, but seemed to drop quickly. It is a decently dense bud.  It breaks down 
into leaf fragments and clumps. Not really sticky. Best for bowl.

Purlife Chocolate Waffles 27.600% 6/21/2023 8/2/2023 Sativa
smell musky peppery.  Dominet green bract with specks of 
purple, mild number of stigmas, and lite blanket of trichomes. earthy musky taste. Uplifting, mental boost, euphoric. semi dense sticky bud breaks up into little sticky clumps.

The bus smell is a nice musky, peppery one.  It is a dominantly green bract with specks of purple, a mild 
number of stigmas, and a lite blanket of trichomes. It has an earthy musky taste, very representative of 
the smell.  It is an uplifting, mental boost, and euphoric high.  The bud is semi dense, sticky, and breaks up 
into little sticky clumps.  Bowl for this bud.

Purlife Lima Haze 31.500% 6/20/2023 8/2/2023 Sativa
smell fruity pinene earthty. Green bract, sparce orange stigmas, 
and light blanket of trichomes. Mild earthty taste mental boost, good high to start the day tight bud breaks up into little sticky clumps.

The smell is fruity, pinene, and earthy. The bract is green with sparce orange stigmas, and a light blanket of 
trichomes. It has a mild earthy taste.  The high is a nice mental boost, good high to start the day with.  The 
bud is tight and breaks up into little sticky clumps.  Morning bowl, not a roller. 

R. Greenleaf Ghost Train Haze 28.100% 6/17/2023 8/5/2023 Sativa
smells fruity.  Green bract, sparce orange stigmas, and blanket 
of trichomes sweet musky calm energitic.  Nice to sit and game by broke up dry, into fine leaves

Ghost Train Haze is an old favorite of mine.  The bud smells fruity and has a green bract.  The bract has a 
sparce coating of orange stigmas, and a blanket of trichomes.  It has a sweet musky taste well suited for 
the aroma. The high is a calm energetic one.  Really nice to do hobbies or sit and game.  The bud broke up 
dry into fine leaves.  

R. Greenleaf Jack Herer 24.300% 6/23/2023 8/5/2023 Sativa
Smell woodsy, Caryophyllene. Green with purple spots Bract,lots 
of Stigmas, and light coating of trichomes. Mild woodsy or eather taste. Good morning high, calm mental lift, great with coffee. pretty dense bud that beaks up into fine leaf and not sticky.

Jack Herer is another standard favorite of mine, and not just for civil rights.  Jack has a woodsy smell, 
caryophyllene like. The flower’s bract is green with purple spots, lots of orange stigmas, and light coating 
of trichomes all over.  The smokes taste is mild and woodsy or earthish taste.  It is a good morning high, 
calm mental lift and goes great with Death Wish coffee.  It is a dense bud that beaks up into fine leaf and 
not sticky.  Very rollable or packable. 

Sandia Botanicals Red Peppers 28.170% 6/20/2023 8/5/2023 Sativa
Smells fruity. Green and minimal purple Bract, medium amount 
of orange stigmas, and light blanket of trichomes. mild fruity with dominet pepper taste mildly mentally uplifting.  Okay high.

firm bud that breaks up easily into rollalbe loose leaf, but didn't 
smoke well. Went to bong. Burned fast.

Reb Peppers is a new one for me.  It smells fruity. The bud is a green and minimal purple Bract, medium 
amount of orange stigmas, and a light blanket of trichomes. It is a nice-looking bud with green, purple, 
orange and white.  The smoke has a mild fruit with a dominant pepper taste.  One of the nicer flavors in 
the group.  I smoke and work and the high was mildly and mentally uplifting.  Okay high to be working one.  
The bud is firm and breaks up easily into rollable loose leaf.  It didn't smoke well as a joint, so the bong 
prevailed. 

Seed Junky Pineapple Fruz 28.870% 6/18/2023 8/5/2023 Sativa
Smell earthy mild spice, Green and purple Bract, sparce orange 
stigmas, and light blanket of trichomes mild fruity nice body high tends to clump.

Pineapple Fruz has a smell that is earthy with mild spice.  The bud is a green and purple bract.  I tend to 
like buds that have purple in their bract’s.  There’s a sparce coating of orange stigmas, and a light blanket 
of trichomes.  The taste is mild and fruity.  This smoke gave a nice body high more than mental.  The 
crumbled bud tends to clump.  Pipe and bong materials

Seven Clover Sticky Glue 25.220% 6/18/2023 8/5/2023 Sativa
Smell fruity, Green and purple Bract, sparce orange stigmas, and 
light blanket of trichomes mild fruity energetic head high tends to clump.

Sticky Glue, this is one that had its popular name changed. Sticky Glue has a fruity smell.  The bud is a 
green and purple bract with a sparce coating of orange stigmas, and a light blanket of trichomes all over 
the bract.  The smoke’s taste properly fits its smell, it is mild and fruity.  The buzz is a nice energetic head 
high.  A good one for company and conversation.  The broken up flower tends to be clumpy, so pipe or 
bong.

Seven Clover Arise 25.240% 6/21/2023 8/5/2023 Sativa
Smell airy, lite, peppery.  Green and speckled purple, moderate 
amount of stigmas, and a steady coating of trichomes. Mild Ocinene. Mildly sweet. nice energetic mental high.  Nice to work on.

fluffy bud with some stickyness. Breaks down into little sticky 
clumps.

Arise is a strain I grab when it’s available.  The bud smells airy or lite, and peppery.  The bract is green and 
speckled purple.  It has a moderate amount of orange stigmas, and a steady coating of trichomes all over. 
Peppery buds tend to be a favorite. My most memorable bud was bright green and definitely smelled like 
fresh ground black pepper.  That was the 1980’s.  Arise has a mild Ocinene and sweetish taste.  The buzz is 
a nice energetic mental high.  It is an all-day smoke bud.  Very nice to work on.  The bud is fluffy with some 
stickiness. It breaks down into little sticky clumps.  Not good for rolling but burns nice in bong. 

The Growers Circle Trop Cherries 24.130% 6/22/2023 8/5/2023 Sativa
Smell flower lavender. Total purple Bract and few orange 
stigmas. Light coating of trichomes. earthy flower, Myrcene. mental boost, good high to start the day

moderate desnse bud, not sticky. Breaks up nicely into purple 
leaf.

Trop Cherries is a new strain for me.  The bud has a smell of flower and lavender.  It is a total purple Bract! 
There are a few orange stigmas and a light coating of trichomes.  The smoke is an earthy flower taste, 
myrcene like.  I expected more lavender flavor, but this was more earth.  The high is a mental boost.  It is 
another good morning high to start the day with.  The bud is moderately dense and not sticky.  It breaks up 
nicely into purple leaf fragments. Real pretty on the tray.  Smokes smooth.

Urban Wellness Blue Dream 25.840% 6/22/2023 8/5/2023 Sativa
Smell mild musky. Green Bract with moderate amount of 
stigmas, and even blanket of trichomes. Linalool taste, flowery, mild. Nice working High, nice to sit and work on things.

Moderate tight bud, not fluffy not dense. Breaks up easily into 
loose leaf. Seemed to burn fast.

Blue Dream is another favorite of mine.  It would only be better if it was “Blue Dream chocolate Turtle”! 
The bract has a mild musky smell that’s pleasing.  The bract is green with moderate amounts of stigmas, 
and an even blanket of trichomes.  The smoke’s taste is mild with linalool and flowery tones.  The buzz is a 
nice working high, mental.  It was nice to sit and work on things.  The bud is moderately tight, not fluffy 
nor dense.  It breaks up easily into loose leaf fragments. It did seem to burn fast, but had a nice lasting high 
from it.
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